Dynamic simulation of a displacement-controlled total knee replacement wear tester.
This paper presents a dynamic finite element method (FEM) model of a commercial displacement-controlled total knee replacement (TKR) wear tester. The first goal of the study was to validate the model, which included both the wear tester and the TKR components. Convergence simulations and experimental testing were performed. These included a novel experimental determination of the coefficient of friction and an evaluation of predicted joint contact areas by comparing simulation results with experimental data collected using pressure-sensitive film. The second goal of this study was to develop a procedure for implementing force-based testing protocols on a displacement-controlled TKR wear tester. A standard force-based cyclic wear-testing protocol was simulated using the FEM model and resulting displacement waveforms were extracted. These were used as control inputs to the physical wear tester and an experimental wear test was performed. Reaction loads on the tibial components were measured and compared with the simulated results. The model was capable of accurately predicting the tibial loads throughout the test cycle, verifying the model's contact mechanics. The study demonstrated the use of computational modelling to convert a force-based testing protocol into displacement-based control parameters for use in a displacement-controlled mechanical testing system.